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T

his special issue describes recent
progress in atomic- and molecularlevel modeling and simulation of
nanoscale materials and processes, as
well as efforts by the US National Science Foundation’s Network for Computational Nanotechnology (NCN) to cyber-enable such simulation
tools together with instructional materials and
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research seminars. We believe that making advanced simulation tools widely and easily available to the research and education community
will significantly enhance the impact of modeling
and simulation on nanoscience and nanotechnology. To materialize this vision, NCN established
nanoHUB.org, a next-generation Web portal or
science gateway that lets users run live, interactive
simulations, explore data, and learn—all though a
simple Web browser without installing any software or providing compute cycles.

nanoscale science and engineering

Models and simulation codes that describe
materials in terms of the fundamental physical
laws that govern electrons and atoms are playing
an increasingly important role in nanoscale science and engineering. This opportunity is emerging due to a confluence of factors:
• exquisite molecular-level control in device
fabrication, along with increasingly difficult
experimental characterization;
• characteristic length scales in the nanometer
range; and
• advances in first-principles-based simulation
techniques and computing power that enable
quantitative predictions of realistic materials.
Furthermore, as this special issue’s first four
articles exemplify, the boundaries between various
traditional fields—including computational science, physics, materials, electrical and mechanical
engineering, and biology—overlap at the nanometer scales, calling for an unprecedented level of
collaboration that nanoHUB.org can facilitate.
Quantum mechanics describes electronic properties and atomic interactions in materials and
molecules from first principles. Ab initio methods solve these equations (with some approximations) and require no experimental input. In their
article, “Theory and Simulation of Nanostructured Materials for Photovoltaic Applications,”
Yosuke Kanai, Jeffrey B. Neaton, and Jeffrey C.
Grossman discuss state-of-the-art ab initio electronic structure calculations and their application
to the field of photovoltaic devices, where simulations are providing insight into current systems
and potential new designs.
Unfortunately, ab initio methods remain computationally intensive and restricted to relatively
small systems. Two articles in this issue describe
semi-empirical methods that enable the description of materials’ electronic structure, atomic
structure, and thermo-mechanical response in a
marCh/april 2010
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more computationally efficient way. In “Atomistic
Modeling of Realistically Extended Semiconductor Devices with NEMO and OMEN,” Gerhard
Klimeck and Mathieu Luisier provide an overview
of some 15 years of nanoelectronic software developments that let users quantitatively and predictively model realistically scaled devices that can
contain millions of atoms. NEMO and OMEN
use empirical tight binding that has been parameterized to properly represent the electronic structure of valence electrons for closed systems, such
as quantum dots, and open systems, such as nanowires and resonant tunneling diodes. The authors
describe the requirements set forth by researchers, developers, and educational users to outline a
sequence of simulation tool development.
Yumi Park, Ya Zhou, Janam Jhaveri, and
Alejandro Strachan discuss recent developments
in molecular dynamics simulations, their use to
predict nanoscale heterostructures’ atomic structure, and their thermal properties in their article,
“Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Strain
Engineering and Thermal Transport in Nanostructured Materials.” By averaging the role of
electrons in atomic bonding and replacing them
with interatomic potentials (which can be parameterized from ab initio calculations), MD can describe systems with hundreds of millions of atoms
and capture a wide range of thermo-mechanical
processes of interest in nanoscience.
In “Simulation of Ion Permeation in Biological Membranes,” Reza Toghraee, Kyu-Il Lee,
and Umberto Ravaioli discuss the Biology Monte
Carlo tool for simulating ion transport across biological membranes and show how mutations affect
selectivity. BioMOCA uses Monte Carlo to solve
the Boltzmann transport equation—an approach
widely used in semiconductor devices—and averages out atoms into a coarse-grained description.
This lets BioMOCA achieve temporal time scales
beyond what’s possible with MD.
The simulation methods and tools that these
authors describe (and that are available through
nanoHUB.org) aren’t the typical Web-formbased scripts, but rather are complete simulation
engines that let users fully (and interactively)
set up their numerical experiments, explore the
results, and ask “what if?” questions.

simulation tools for educators
and researchers

In “HUBzero: A Platform for Dissemination
and Collaboration in Computational Science and
Engineering,” Michael McLennan and Rick
Kennell describe the technology necessary to
13
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Figure 1. A map of nanoHUB users. Currently, more than 100,000 people in more than 170 countries use nanoHUB, both to
create and explore simulations and to participate in courses and seminars.

cyber-enable advanced simulation tools for education and research. They also show how tool
developers can effortlessly deploy realistic simulation tools through nanoHUB.org’s powerful
GUIs rather than having to rewrite the tools for
the Web.
The nanoHUB.org community Web site now
has more than 1,900 unique resources, 650 contributors, and 160 interactive simulation tools.
In 2009 alone, more than 7,400 users have run
approximately 400,000 simulations. In addition
to online simulations, the site offers more than 40
courses on various nanotopics as well as state-ofthe-art research seminars, which have propelled
the annual user numbers to more than 100,000
people in 172 countries (see Figure 1 and Figure 2a).
nanoHUB embraces Web 2.0 principles, enabling community contributions and facilitating
reviews, questions, and wishlists. A virtual economy awards points (nanos) to contributors. Initially, users could barter nanos only for t-shirts.
Now, users can barter for an increasing number
of services, including tool improvements and job
postings (and, possibly in the future, increased
disk space and increased simulation throughput).
A research study on nanoHUB data showed that
the virtual economy has already had positive
effects on the question and answer forum’s contribution levels.1
14
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nanoHUB’s slogan is “online simulation and
more.” The introduction of full classes, tutorials,
and research seminars early in the NCN project
in 2003 led to a dramatic user growth from the
initial 1,000 users (Figure 2a). Deploying interactive simulation tools required significant technology developments. In June 2005, converting
from Web-forms-based simulation tools to fully
interactive, user-friendly tools gave rise to a steep
increase in annual simulation user numbers (see
Figure 2b). The positive effect of a powerful GUI
can be measured best by looking at monthly usage
numbers for the converted tools. As an example,
Figures 2c and 2d show the number of monthly
interactive users and code downloads for Schred,
one of the site’s most popular tools. As Figure 2d
shows, the user increase coincided with a significant decrease in source code downloads. NCN’s
experience indicates that most users are not interested in downloading/compiling code when
an interactive and flexible GUI exists that can be
used for exploratory research.
NCN invests significant effort into assessing nanoHUB.org’s effectiveness in enabling
new research and education. As of May 2009,
NCN has identified 430 citations in the scientific literature that referenced nanoHUB.org.
Figure 3 shows each paper as a single dot; a
line between dots indicates a common author.
Computing in SCienCe & engineering
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Figure 2. The impact of introducing new nanoHUB concepts, such as nanoHUB online simulation, and user-friendly GUIs to
replace Web forms on nanoHUB.org. (a) Total number of annual users over time. This includes simulation and other users.
Expanding nanoHUB beyond online simulation via dissemination of interactive research seminars, full classes, and tutorials
increased the total number of users to more than 100,000. (b) Total annualized growth in simulation users. As these graphs
show, the significant increase in simulation tool users beginning in June 2005 coincided with the deployment of interactive
tools with friendly GUIs to replace the traditional Web forms. The introduction of a GUI for the popular Schred tool
exemplifies this trend, showing (c) a dramatic increase in users per month and (d) an equally dramatic decrease in source
code downloads. Overall, nanoHUB.org user numbers increased by factors of four to five times their pre-GUI levels, while
source code downloads all but vanished.

Of these papers, 48 percent are written by NCNaffiliated authors, who form a strong paper-topaper network within NCN (as shown inside the
dashed yellow line in Figure 3). Significantly,
nanoHUB.org is also enabling the development
of strong networks outside NCN. In fact, more
than half the papers are written by authors unaffiliated with NCN.
As the colored dots in Figure 3 show, 79 percent of the papers address aspects of nanoscience,
while 16 percent refer to nanoHUB as a cyberinfrastructure. Moreover, a significant number—
9 percent—address how nanoHUB can be used
in education.2 Our user registration information
indicates that more than 290 classes have utilized nanoHUB at more than 90 institutions (see
Figure 4). Because the site is completely open and
notification of classroom usage is voluntary, we
assume that the actual classroom usage exceeds
these numbers. We’ve identified nanoHUB.org
users in the top 50 US universities (per the listing
marCh/april 2010
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Figure 3. The nanoHUB.org network’s impact on research. As of May
2009, nanoHUB.org was cited 430 times in the scientific literature. The
dots within the dashed yellow line represent citations by researchers
affiliated with the Network for Computational Nanotechnology’s
nanoHUB.org. More than half of all citations were from unaffiliated
authors.
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Figure 4. The nanoHUB.org network’s impact on
formal education. (a) The number of courses using
nanoHUB.org. (b) The number of institutions using
nanoHUB. nanoHUB was used in a total of 294
courses.

by US News and World Report). We’ve also identified usage in 17 percent of the more than 7,050 US
institutions carrying the .edu extension in their
domain name. “nano” is a tiny area in science
and technology, but nanoHUB is big in many
institutions.

A

dvances in first-principles-based simulation methods and increased computing
power are enabling high-performance
computational models to provide key
insights into nanoscale materials, the phenomena that govern their behavior, and how we can
harness them to achieve improved performance
or new functionalities. Furthermore, we could
significantly enhance the impact that simulation
is having on this and other fields if many more
16
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investigators had access to the tools and training required to design meaningful simulations.
nanoHUB.org is serving this purpose today, and
we see it developing into a platform where computational scientists not only make their executables available but also deposit their codes, results,
and supplemental data as part of the scientific
process.
Through nanoHUB.org, numerous people can
now perform online simulations to advance their
research, learn and teach, and independently check
results in the literature. This scientific computing in
the cloud will not only significantly enhance the
impact of simulation in the fields of nanoscale
science and engineering, but also provide an unprecedented opportunity for code and model verification and validation. Such an increased level of
scrutiny will help establish a set of best practices
widely accepted by developers and simulation users across science and engineering fields. These
are key steps necessary for predictive computational science and engineering to achieve its enormous potential and play a more central role in
the development of next-generation materials and
devices.
The US National Science Foundation has funded the
Network for Computational Nanotechnology since
2002 under grants EEC-0228390 and EEC-0634750.
Middleware development was partially funded
by a National Middleware Initiative NSF grant
(OCI-0438246) and a Software Development for
Cyberinfrastructure NSF grant (OCI-0721680). NSF
grant OCI-0749140 funded OMEN development
for petascale computing and immediately related
nanoHUB applications. We’re also grateful to the
NSF for supporting materials modeling through
grant CMMI-0826356.
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